1. Student Organization Officer:

   President: Gregory L Lovell  
   Member#: 3503260  
   E-mail: glovell@my.fit.edu

   Vice President: Yuchen Yang  
   Member#: 3644863  
   E-mail: yyang2011@my.fit.edu

   Treasurer: Bilas Chowdhury  
   Member#: 3532991  
   E-mail: bchowdhury2011@my.fit.edu

   Secretary: Michael Finch  
   Member#: 3501175  
   E-mail: mfinch2009@my.fit.edu

2. Student Members:

1. Ce Su
2. Han Wang
3. Stephanie Miller
4. Abhijay Mahajan
5. Jiahan Dong
6. Claudio Filho
7. Julius Chatterjee
8. Navaneeth Premkumar
9. Walid Khimouzi
10. Yuanchen Xu
11. Shenjie Miao
12. Delroy Rebello
13. Seyededriss Mirniaharikandi
3. Detail of Student Chapter Activities

**Main Activities:**

1. *Seminar and Visit: Nobel Laureate John Mather*

   *Details:* We invited Nobel Laureate John Mather to give a talk and visit the chapter back in September (22\textsuperscript{nd} and 23\textsuperscript{rd}). He gave a seminar to an auditorium of people from all around the Melbourne Community (roughly 500 people). We also held several smaller meetings and a STEM event. The STEM event was for local middle and high schools. We had approximately 100 people from various schools in the region. We also handed out small projects for the teachers to present to their students. The smaller meetings were held with various VIPs in the region and the school, and we finally had a luncheon together with the members of the chapter to talk with and discuss our careers and such with Dr. Mather.

2. *Seminar and Visit: Dr. Akhlesh Lakhtakia*

   *Details:* This was paid for using OSA funds, but the event was open for all students in the chapter and university. He gave a short seminar to the students and faculty members that showed up (about 30 people) regarding bioreplication; furthermore, he was given a tour of the college as well as various discussions with faculty and students about their careers.

**Secondary Activities:**

Sent members to both FiO and SPIE conferences using organization funds. Bilas Chowdhury acted as the OSA representative, and Michael Finch acted as the SPIE representative. We also held several meetings to make plans on what funding would be required for future events.
4. Planned Future Events:

Details: We are currently trying to come up with ideas on how to raise funds for STEM related events. With the kit that Bilas brought back from the OSA conference, we plan to discuss presentations for local home schooled students with the assistantship of FIT personnel. We also are in the works for possibly hosting another seminar, though details are not ready yet. We do plan to use future traveling lecturers from both OSA and SPIE organizations. Finally, we are discussing how we would do a student lecture series and are trying to set it up.

5. Financial Information:

Beginning Funds: $0
Funds Raised: $250
Funds Spent: $33.94
Details of SPIE funding received: We have requested funding for the John Mather event; however, due to a slip in membership, it has not been processed yet. We have hopefully addressed this. If the funds are approved, we will spend it on kits for STEM events.
Other Funding Sources: OSA Organization: $250. Florida Tech: $100 (pseudo funding)
Ending Balance: $250
(~$66 in school balance. Disappears at end of spring semester unless spent)
6. Pictures from events:

John Mather Visit:
Dr. Akhlesh Lakhtakia Visit: